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a b s t r a c t 

Despite large-scale flooding attacks, capability-based defense schemes provide end hosts with guaranteed 

communication. However, facing the challenges of enabling scalable bandwidth fair sharing and adapting 

to attack strategies, none of the existing schemes adequately stand. In this paper we present Tumbler, a 

flooding attack defense mechanism that provides scalable competition-based bandwidth fairness at the 

Autonomous System (AS) granularity, and on-demand bandwidth allocation for end hosts in each AS. 

Tumbler enforces adaptability in the capability establishment via competition factors that are calculated 

upon leaf ASes’ bandwidth utilization and reputation. Transit ASes independently manage each competi- 

tion factor based on the corresponding feedback from dedicated bandwidth accounting and monitoring 

policies. Through Internet-scale simulations, we demonstrate the effectiveness of Tumbler against a vari- 

ety of attack scenarios and illustrate the deployment benefits for ISPs. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Individuals, industries, and governments are increasingly rely-

ing on Internet availability for dependable services. At the same

time, Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks remain persis-

tent threats in the current Internet. Emerging DDoS attacks are

launched by millions of bots [1] , flooding victim links with huge

amounts of traffic [2–4] . Recent attacks have even been observed

with startling 500 Gbps [5] . 

In response to these attacks, network capability-based mecha-

nisms [6–14] have emerged as a promising class of DDoS defenses.

In a capability-based scheme, a source initiates a capability request

to a destination with all the routers on the transiting path adding

authentication tokens to the packet header. Upon the request’s ar-

rival, the destination can explicitly authorize a desired flow with

priority and return the packet to the source. Then generated tokens

will act as a capability for the traffic of the authorized flow. By en-

suring end-to-end privileged flows, such approaches isolate attack

traffic. However, to achieve viable link-flooding defense, capability-

based schemes face two critical challenges: scalability and adapt-

ability . 
� This project was conducted at ETH Zurich while the first author was a visiting 
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Scalability refers to the fundamental problem of providing fair

ccess, for the aspects of both capability bootstrapping and band-

idth allocation. Concerning capability bootstrapping, what if ca-

ability establishment is interfered by attackers? Given the fact

hat capability requests are forwarded by best effort, flooding on

he requesting channel, namely Denial-of-Capability (DoC) attacks

15] , could easily prevent benign sources from obtaining capabil-

ties. Similarly, concerning bandwidth allocation, what if attack-

rs leverage authorized capability packets to flood a link? For any

er-source [10] or per-destination [8] fair-sharing mechanism, m

nd hosts only obtain 1/ m of the capacity at a given link. The

vailable bandwidth in per-flow schemes is limited to only 1/ m 

2 

7] . In a nutshell, with millions of bots competing for the limited

apacity of a link, the obtained link access for a legitimate end

ost becomes infinitesimal, too small to provide useful end-to-end

uarantees. 

Adaptability refers to another issue on how the ISPs can not

nly economically maximize their link utilization, but also dynam-

cally provide each customer with deserved link access even under

ersistent DDoS attacks. The PSP scheme [16] leverages historical

raffic to adjust bandwidth allocation for core network flows. But

his model would hardly scale to end-to-end guarantees in the In-

ernet as billions of flows have to be considered in the iterative

omputation. Moreover, previous defenses achieve mostly one-time

esilience rather than adjustable protection. A sophisticated attack

e.g., replay flooding) would likely cause perpetual damage to the

ictim link. Intuitively, an approach to improve adaptability is to

ombine capability establishment with the observation of traffic.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.06.005
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
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owever, as ISP distance increases, both mutual trust and business

ncentives diminish. In such cases, cooperation between ISPs be-

omes an impractical requirement. 

To overcome the above limitations, we propose Tumbler, a novel

echanism that provides scalable link access for end hosts and

daptable DDoS-resilience for ISPs in the Internet. Tumbler is de-

igned with the following insights and solutions. 

First, resource fair sharing at an Autonomous System (AS) gran-

larity provides a scalable approach of solving the link access

roblem. Although adversarial botnets can be widely distributed

n the Internet, the massive number of bots (on the order of mil-

ions) resides in ASes whose scale is always significantly smaller.

y September 2015, the total AS number is about 50,0 0 0 [17] .

herefore, defending against DDoS attacks by throttling bandwidth

mong ASes will efficiently limit the damage over the contami-

ated ASes (i.e., ASes initiate the flooding attacks), regardless of

heir internal botnet size. Tumbler enforces a competition-based

eighted fair sharing among leaf ASes. Namely, each transit AS

ecords a periodically-updated competition factor for each leaf AS,

ased on which an active AS (i.e., ASes have valid allocation on

he link) obtains its weighted-shared link access. Link access en-

bles both capability requests and capability-enabled data packets.

ubsequently, aggregated access will be further shared by the in-

ividual flows from the same AS. 

Second, a simple per-AS fair sharing [11,12] is not an opti-

al strategy. Indeed, the bandwidth utilization from different ASes

aries significantly due to its connection popularity. Even dur-

ng different hours of a day, bandwidth utilization from an AS

uctuates [18] . In Tumbler, bandwidth consumption of a leaf AS

t the given link is considered as the main factor in Tumbler’s

ompetition-based weighted fair sharing, which enables effective

anagement of the link bandwidth. Historical bandwidth alloca-

ion statistics are kept at each router via local off-line account-

ng, and serve as a feedback via competition factor to influence the

ext round of bandwidth allocation. 

Furthermore, despite the lack of inter-AS cooperation, local net-

ork analysis at one AS still enables adaptable capability estab-

ishment. In Tumbler, an AS’s reputation is evaluated through re-

ional traffic monitoring, and considered as the other factor in

he competition-based weighted fair sharing. Such evaluation is

erformed independently at every traversing AS, thus eliminating

he requirement of mutual trust between ISPs. Specifically, each

S monitors its inbound/outbound traffic. Based on defined traffic

olicies of bandwidth violation, timely feedback will be returned

o adjust each AS’s reputation and further regulate the subsequent

apability establishments for each AS. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We specify the

oals and assumptions in Section 2 , and present the design of

umbler in Sections 3 and 4 . In Section 5 , we analyze the secu-

ity and overhead aspects of Tumbler. In Section 6 , we compare

umbler with related approaches through Internet-scale simula-

ions, and confirm experimentally the properties of our scheme.

ore discussions are given in Section 7 . Related work is given in

ection 8 , and we conclude in Section 9 . 

. Design goals and assumptions 

We first give the basic design goals. Then we specify the as-

umptions and the threat model that Tumbler aims to combat. For

larity, we denote the end host who sends as “source”, and the end

ost who receives as “destination”. We refer to the ASes who con-

ain end hosts as leaf ASes, while other ASes on the routing paths

s transit ASes. We call the leaf AS where the source (destination)

esides the source (destination) AS. 
.1. Design goals 

The following design goals enable a lightweight and deployable

apability-based DDoS defense framework in today’s Internet. 

Scalability. We desire a defense mechanism that achieves scal-

ble link access under the presence of botnets. In addition, an

nternet-scale mechanism must be lightweight and incur minimal

verhead on the deployed routers. 

Adaptability. The mechanism should be able to optimize the

tilization of link capacity in terms of economical benefits, and to

ynamically adjust its defense strategy based on the attacks evolv-

ng over time. 

Deployability. The mechanism is expected to be functional even

f a few entities adopt. Moreover, the deployment plan should in-

entivize the early adopters. 

.2. Assumptions 

First of all, we assume that when a source sends a capabil-

ty request, it has the knowledge of network routing, namely a

alid inter-domain path to the destination AS. Note that the re-

uirement of path control is not a necessity here. Although se-

ecting a specific routing mechanism remains outside the scope of

his paper, multiple routing mechanisms can be leveraged to ob-

ain AS-level paths: A straightforward approach is Border Gateway

rotocol (BGP) [19] routing (further discussed in Section 7.1 ). Addi-

ionally, several solutions like NIRA [20] , Pathlets [21] , and SCION

22] present a fix. In these schemes, source could obtain and spec-

fy a valid routing path in the header of packets. 

Additionally, we assume that all flows from an AS can be as-

igned with a unique and unforgeable source-AS identifier. This

oal is achievable via some lightweight source authentication pro-

ocols [23,24] . In Tumbler, for simplicity, we set a source-AS iden-

ifier as the hash of the domain’s public key. 

.3. Threat model 

We assume that both end hosts and ASes may be malicious:

t is possible for any end host to get compromised and support

DoS attacks. The ASes containing such botnets or even other tran-

it ASes may tolerate the malicious traffic thus to assist the cooper-

tive attacks. Yet, cases that ASes intentionally forge/distort packet

nformation, or delay/drop packets are outside our paper scope. We

equire no restriction on the distribution of botnets, and within a

ontaminated AS, the botnet could have an arbitrary number of at-

ackers. When evaluating a given end-to-end communication, both

ource and destination ASes are assumed to be non-contaminated. 

In addition to these settings, we consider two classes of DDoS

ttacks: (1) Request packet flooding (DoC attacks [15] ) and (2) ca-

ability packet flooding, where botnets may collude and present a

oordinated behavior with different strength scenarios (pulsing at-

ack [10] ), or location scenarios (rolling attack [11] ). 

. Tumbler overview 

We present the high-level overview of Tumbler in this section.

he Tumbler protocol includes the following two phases: 

• Phase 1 (capability establishment): Source and destination set

up a communication channel. A communication capability is

generated hop-by-hop on the routing path according to the re-

quest configuration of the source and the link access admission

policies of the transit routers. 

• Phase 2 (data transmission and feedback regulation): Source

sends data on the channel by adding its latest capability into

the packets. Meanwhile, transit ASes perform accounting and
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Fig. 1. Bandwidth categories in Tumbler. The connection class accounts for 5% of 

the link capacity, while the priority bandwidth takes a ratio up to 60%. Both 5% and 

60% serve as a baseline for ISPs who can themselves determine the link configura- 

tion. 
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1 The denotation of the routers in Fig. 2 uses the following way: R ( X, Y ) refers to 

the border router of AS X that connects to AS Y . 
2 For the ease of illustration, we simply assume the specified routing path is 

symmetric. We will discuss the capability establishment with asymmetric routes 

in Section 7.3 . 
3 According to an experiment on TCP round-trip times [25] , around 95% of the 

sampled connections have a RTT within 1 s. We thus suggest 1 s for the tempo- 

rary allocation as a trade-off. Still, in a real situation the duration of the temporary 

allocation can be configured flexibly. 
monitoring for data packets. Based on the feedback of the traf-

fic accounting and monitoring, transit ASes regulate the subse-

quent capability establishments initialized from the source do-

main. 

3.1. Establishing a capability 

3.1.1. Traffic categories 

We define three bandwidth categories on a link between two

Tumbler-deployed routers: connection, priority, and best effort. As

shown in Fig. 1 , the connection class accounts for 5% of the link

capacity, and is reserved solely for forwarding capability requests.

Priority class refers to the privileged traffic labeled with capabili-

ties and accounts for up to 60% of the link capacity. The remain-

ing link capacity is used for best-effort class that serves the legacy

traffic with no guarantees. The ratio between the three classes are

chosen according to recent works [8,9,13,14] . Note that the above

values serve as a baseline. Transit ASes can alter the allocated pro-

portions of the classes themselves. Traffic class information is en-

coded in packet headers so that intermediate routers can interpret

and forward different packets accordingly. 

3.1.2. Request configuration 

In Tumbler, end hosts can freely request capabilities with the

desired bandwidth. An example is given in Fig. 2 , where source

k in source AS K is attempting to establish a capability with des-

tination j in destination AS J . Source k generates a capability re-

quest packet that includes the following information: (1) its de-

sired bandwidth number bw k , (2) an expiration time t exp for the

capability, and (3) the source-AS identifier AID ( K ) into the capabil-

ity request packet (see Section 4.1 ). Then k sends the packet via

the routing path to the destination J . 

3.1.3. Link access admission 

At each AS on the path, the source’s request needs to be ap-

proved by both the ingress and egress routers of the current AS.

Each router independently keeps a corresponding competition fac-

tor (namely c-factor) for every leaf (i.e., source) AS. Competition

factors reflect source domains’ bandwidth utilization and reputa-

tion (see Section 3.2 for more details). Tumbler leverages competi-

tion factors to determine the maximum amount of link bandwidth

that an AS can obtain. 

Connection class fair sharing. Routers first determine how much

connection bandwidth is available to each leaf AS. Then routers

rate limits connection bandwidth for each active leaf AS based on

the competition factors that each router keeps for the active ASes.

That is, each router performs weighted fair sharing among the leaf

ASes that are sending capability requests through the router using

the competition factors associated with the leaf ASes. If a source

AS sends more request packets than its share of connection band-

width, the excessive requests over the limits will be dropped. 
An example of bandwidth request is shown in Fig. 2 . Source k ’s

equest is sent through transit AS 1 and AS 2. At ingress routers 1 

 (1, K ) and R (1, I ) , respectively 1 competition factor is involved in

he weighted fair sharing since no flow from other leaf AS is cur-

ently forwarded by the router. Similarly, at egress routers R (1, 2) 

nd R (2, J ) , more competition factors (2 and 3, respectively) are in-

olved since traffic converges. 

riority class fair sharing. Routers bound the amount of reservable

riority bandwidth for each leaf AS proportional to its share of

onnection bandwidth. Furthermore, individual requests from the

ame AS will obtain an equal share to the unused part of the prior-

ty bandwidth obtained by their leaf AS, which eventually provides

very source a real-time upper bound for priority-class allocation,

enote as bw 

upper . If the desired bandwidth of source k does not

xceed bw 

upper , the request will be approved by link access admis-

ion, otherwise the request will be denied. 

.1.4. Capability generation and bandwidth allocation 

If a request is denied at intermediate routers, a denial packet

ill be sent back to the source, otherwise each egress router fi-

alizes the access admission of each transit AS, and puts a cryp-

ographic token (presented with a red rectangle in Fig. 2 ) into the

equest packet (details listed in Section 4.3 ). Hence, in the success-

ul case, a request packet with a new generated capability (a chain

f cryptographic tokens collected from all the transit ASes) will ar-

ive at the destination. For request confirmation the destination j

uthorizes this capability by simply sending it in reverse back 2 to

 . When the request has not complied with the destination’s pol-

cy, the destination will inform the source by a denial message. All

equest failure packets (at intermediate routers or the destination)

an be sent using best effort. 

To eliminate the misused bandwidth by the denial requests,

nitially (after the access admission is approved) all the travers-

ng routers temporarily reserve the desired bandwidth for source k

or 1 s (covers most of the round-trip times in TCP connections). 3 

f the confirmation packet with the generated capability arrives

ithin 1 s, the allocation is confirmed; otherwise the temporarily

eserved bandwidth will be released. 

.2. Data transmission and feedback regulation 

After receiving the confirmation from the destination, the

ource can now send data tagged with the obtained capability.

llocated bandwidth indicated by the capability enables a guar-

nteed end-to-end communication. Tumbler capabilities are valid

nly during a short period of time; hence to retain their link access

andwidth, end hosts need to periodically renew their capabilities.

lthough inconvenient for the hosts, the short validity periods en-

ble ASes to perform traffic engineering more flexibly. That is ASes

an continuously adjust the bandwidth allocation among the end

osts based on the latest competition factor values. 

As mentioned in Section 3.1 , the competition factors of leaf

Ses are used in the weighted fair sharing during the link access

dmission. In Tumbler, a competition factor is computed through
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Fig. 2. A successful capability establishment between source k and destination j . Traversing routers perform link access admission independently based on the active com- 

petition factors, and further egress routers generate cryptographic tokens on the fly. 
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wo sub-factors, namely utilization factor and reputation factor . Tra-

ersed routers independently maintain and update the two sub-

actors of a leaf AS according to the leaf AS’s bandwidth utilization

nd reputation. 

To determine the bandwidth utilization of an AS, each router

everages an off-line accounting mechanism. Based on the obtained

istorical allocation statistics of the priority bandwidth, the utiliza-

ion factor of an AS is periodically updated. Basically domains with

ore bandwidth consumptions will end up with higher utilization

actors. The updating process of the utilization factor also take into

ccount the length of updating intervals and the correlation with

istorical allocations. We give more details on the utilization factor

pdate in Section 4.4.1 . 

Concerning bandwidth reputation, routers judge a reputation

actor for a leaf AS via dedicated monitoring results. Traffic vio-

ations on either (1) request abuse (over-request case) or (2) data

ooding (over-use case) will be detected. Then the reputation fac-

or of a suspicious leaf AS will be degraded accordingly to throt-

le its link access. Tumbler selects the unused capabilities as the

ign of over-request violation. Over-use violation is comprehen-

ively measured both from the amount of over-sending traffic per-

S (coarse granularity) and the number of actual malicious flows

fine granularity); furthermore, recurrent AS violation is considered

o avoid flooding replay. 

With the feedback from the above traffic accounting and mon-

toring, transit ASes will be able to update the two sub-factors

or each leaf AS. Thereby, the subsequent capability establishments

an be regulated based on the updated competition factors. Conse-

uently, leaf ASes with higher bandwidth consumption and repu-

ation will have more advantages on bandwidth allocation. We will

laborate how competition factor works in Section 4.4 . 

. Tumbler protocol design 

In this section, we first describe how an end host sets up a re-

uest with necessary parameters. Then we specify the process of

ccess admission and the cryptographic operations to generate a

apability. Lastly, we introduce our detailed design for competition

actor. 

.1. Request configuration 

To initialize a capability, the source configures the following pa-

ameters in a request. 

• Bandwidth number (1 byte): chosen from a pre-defined band-

width set B . B regulates the range of possible requesting band-

width volumes by setting the corresponding bandwidth num-

bers in a min-max order. In a successful capability establish-
ment, the amount of bandwidth referring to the chosen band-

width number will be allocated at each transit AS. 

• Expiration time (4 bytes): describes the validity period of the

requested capability. In Tumbler, expiration time is a timestamp

computed by adding the current time with a fixed, short slot

(e.g., 60 s). 

• Source-AS identifier (32 bytes): classifies flows from different

leaf ASes and allows efficient flow operations such as link ac-

cess admission, accounting, and monitoring. 

.2. Access admission 

A router performs two tasks when it receives a capability re-

uest: (1) ensures that the request rate of the source AS (where

he request is originated) is below the maximum rate for the AS

nd (2) determines if the router’s reservable bandwidth satisfies

he bandwidth demand of the request. 

For the first task, a Tumbler router keeps a competition factor

or each leaf AS to enable weighted fair sharing of the connection

andwidth. The requests from different leaf ASes are put into sep-

rate queues whose length is proportional to each AS’s competi-

ion factor. A router will process a request when the corresponding

ueue is not fully occupied. Namely, each active leaf AS K shares

W KC from the connection bandwidth: 

W KC = 

C K ∑ n 
i =1 C i 

· BW connection , (1) 

here there are n active leaf ASes and C K is the competition factor

f leaf AS K. BW connection is the total connection bandwidth on the

ink. 

If the queue is not full, the request will be processed. Now the

outer calculates the priority bandwidth upper bound BW KP for AS

 : 

W KP = 

C K ∑ n 
i =1 C i 

· BW pr ior ity · (1 − r b ) , (2)

here BW priority is the total priority link bandwidth. Considering

hat the traffic may be asynchronous with burst, a buffer ratio

 b ∈ (0,1) (e.g., 15%) is maintained at each link during the weighted

air sharing. Next, the router differentiates the bound BW KP above

or every requesting source. Specifically, each router maintains a

eal-time accounting table ( AT ) with the active capabilities and a

equest rate for each leaf AS, from which the router can update AS

 ’s used priority bandwidth BW KU and the number of requests R

er second. Denote b max as the maximum bandwidth according to

he bandwidth set B. Then during the current second, an upper

ound bw 

upper for every request from leaf AS K can be calculated

s: 

w 

upper = min 

{
b max , 

(BW KP − BW KU ) 

R 

}
, (3) 
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Each router will judge if the requesting bandwidth from AS K

exceeds the bound bw upper . If the bandwidth on demand is within

the bound, capability establishing will proceed. 

4.3. Tumbler capabilities 

Tumbler capabilities are built at each egress router when the

access admission at the current AS is approved. According to the

ongoing request packet, a capability C will be generated as: 

C = M AC(AS 1) || · · · || M AC(AS i ) || · · · || M AC(AS M ) , (4)

where there are M transit ASes on the path and each MAC is an

authentication token of the transit AS. MAC stands for the crypto-

graphic message authentication code (e.g., CBC-MAC [26] ). In Tum-

bler, MAC function is calculated as: 

MAC(AS i ) = MAC s i (bw k || t exp || AID (K) || f low (k ) ) , (5)

where s i is a secret MAC key known only to AS i . Inputs bw k ,

t exp , and AID ( K ) are the bandwidth number, expiration time, and AS

identifier of a source k , respectively. 

Additionally, to bind the capability with each end host, a flow

identifier (or flow ID) flow ( k ) is set as one input of each MAC func-

tion. Flow ID can simply be derived from the 5-tuples of packet

header and has a fixed size by using a hash function 

4 : 

hash (src I P || dst I P || src port|| dst port|| protocol num ) . (6)

During data transmission, source k puts its capability into the

packets, together with the corresponding MAC inputs (namely bw k ,

t exp , AID ( K ) , flow ( k ) ). Data packets will be checked at every transit

AS, and forwarded to the next hop only when the verification of

the MAC is correct. A packet with corrupted or stale capability will

be dropped immediately. 

4.4. Competition factor 

Competition factor is a 1-byte parameter that determines the

bandwidth availability of a leaf AS. Each router updates its local

competition factors based on each leaf AS’s bandwidth utilization

and reputation factors at the adjacent link. Conceptually, the band-

width utilization factor is relatively static, while reputation factor

changes more dynamically (e.g., by taking traffic violation into ac-

count). For a leaf AS K whose link utilization factor is U K and rep-

utation factor is R K , its competition factor C K is defined as: 

 K = U 

γ
K 

· R 

1 −γ
K 

, (7)

where γ is a weighted coefficient that satisfies 0 <γ < 1. When

traversed router intends to enforce legitimate traffic, a small γ
(closer to 0) will be chosen; and a bigger γ (closer to 1) will be

chosen to promote bandwidth consumption. Note that we lever-

age weighted geometry mean (rather than arithmetic mean) in

Eq. (7) to ensure that both utilization and reputation factors have

a significant effect on the change of competition factor. Therefore,

when either utilization or reputation factor becomes minimal, the

corresponding competition factor will become minimal as well. 

Then we describe how utilization and reputation factors are up-

dated as follows: 

4.4.1. Utilization factor update 

Utilization factor (1 byte) is by default ranging between two

bound values U min and U max . A new participating AS will be as-

signed with U mid that equals to (U min + U max ) / 2 ; while an existing

AS’s utilization factor is updated every utilization interval T. T is
4 To further prevent flow ID spoofing or hijacking, Host Identity Protocol [27] can 

be leveraged to ensure the origin of a source. 

a  

t

 

t  
 pre-defined value which indicates how many minutes an inter-

al has. The amount of the allocated bandwidth from AS K is de-

oted as A ( K, i ) , where the subscript i refers to the i th previous slot

rom the current updating interval. The revised utilization of AS

 (denoted as B ( K, i ) ) is calculated taking historical allocation (i.e.,

 (K,i +1) ) into account. Parameter α is a corrective constant that sat-

sfies α < T . Specifically, AS K ’s current utilization factor U K is cal-

ulated as follows: 

 (K,i ) = A (K,i ) + 

α

T 
B (K,i +1) , (α < T ) 

 K = max 

{
U min , 

U max B (K, 0) 

A (0) 

}
, (8)

here A (0) refers to the entire allocated bandwidth at the router

uring the current interval. As shown in Eq. (8) , U K has a decreas-

ng correlation to older bandwidth statistics. 

In Tumbler, the update of the utilization factor leverages an

ff-line bandwidth accounting mechanism. Each router gathers

he generated capability information with its source-AS identifier,

andwidth number and expiration time. Since the lifetime of a ca-

ability is fixed, the expiration time of an accounting entry implies

he starting time of the allocation. Thus each router can quickly

alculate for each source AS, the sum of the allocated bandwidth

hat is valid during the current interval. Consequently, A ( K , 0) and

 (0) can be easily obtained. As in Eq. (8) , in order to update U K for

S K , the router only needs to locally maintain the revised utiliza-

ion of the previous interval (i.e., B ( K , 1) ), and calculate U K together

ith A ( K , 0) and A (0) that are returned from the off-line accounting.

Concerning the parameters in Eq. (8) , T determines the update

requency. We calculate U K with a T on the order of minutes or

ours (but not seconds) to avoid expensive operations that tend

o real-time per-flow accounting. Parameter α reflects the correla-

ion to historical allocations. When choosing a larger rate of α/ T ,

istorical allocations will have a stronger influence on the current

tilization factor. In Section 6.2 , we further illustrate the effect of

 and α on utilization factor using real-world network traffic. 

.4.2. Reputation factor update 

Reputation factor (1 byte) is also by default set between two

ounds R min and R max . Similar to utilization factor, a new par-

icipating AS will obtain a reputation value R mid that equals to

(R min + R max ) / 2 . 

A leaf AS’s reputation factor is updated more frequently with

maller time windows, with respect to two aspects of traffic vio-

ations. The first violation is over-request, when an AS sends in-

ensive requests during the stage of capability bootstrapping. We

epict over-request violation of an AS by the number of unused

apabilities, meaning the established capabilities need to be used

t least once as massive idle allocations are highly likely to indi-

ate request flooding. With an over-request monitoring window t r 
which is equal to the setting of the expiration time slot, e.g., 60 s),

ach router checks if a given AS has a ratio of unused capabilities

ore than r %. If so, each exceeding capability will cause a decrease

f the reputation factor by an over-request penalty β: 

 K = max { R min , R K − β · N r% } , (9)

here N r% is the number of unused capabilities that exceeding r %

f all the capabilities. The unused capabilities can be detected as

ollows. Each router updates a Bloom filter [28] that stores all the

sed capabilities for the past t r seconds. The entries ( bw k , t exp ,

ID ( K ) , flow ( k ) ) set into the Bloom filter are the same in a router’s

ccounting table AT . Therefore, by checking the Bloom filter with

ll the recorded capabilities in the AT , routers can efficiently verify

he unused capabilities per leaf AS. 

Since each capability is built with associated bandwidth alloca-

ion, the second aspect of flow violation happens when the source
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f  
ends more traffic than its allocation (namely over-use or out-of-

rofile case). Specifically, during an over-use monitoring window

 u (e.g., 10 s), each ingress/egress router monitors its inbound and

utbound traffic according to the following three aspects: 

• Out-of-profile domain traffic refers to the amount of band-

width overused entirely by a leaf AS. During every monitoring

window t u , routers compare the actual utilization in aggrega-

tion u (K,t u ) with the allocated bandwidth ab (K,t u ) indicated by

the bandwidth numbers of flows from a leaf AS K . Then the

out-of-profile traffic O K is calculated as max (u (K,t u ) − ab (K,t u ) , 0) .

• Overusing flows are additionally counted on the basis of each

leaf AS. The routers detect the number of over-use flows during

the monitoring window. Detected capability will be blocked for a

capability slot (e.g., 60 s) until it expires. However, counting ev-

ery over-use flow could cause excessive sensitivity to the mon-

itoring system. Instead, we set two thresholds for the violation

detection, a low threshold TH low 

equals to the allocated band-

width of a flow, and a corresponding high threshold TH high de-

termined by its TH low 

. We desire that flows sending over TH high 

will be detected with probability 1 while flows sending less

than TH low 

will never be counted. This goal is easily achievable

with a large flow detection mechanism [29] where each flow

identifier is associated with a bandwidth counter. The routers

can update an over-use monitoring table T with all ASes’ over-

use flow numbers in a time window. 

• Recurrence detection is aimed to prevent against flooding

flows sent from certain leaf ASes periodically. Namely, a re-

currence monitoring is employed to detect the appearance of

an attack origin that was historically malicious. If any of the

above two monitoring processes show a violation from a leaf

AS, the AS will be added into a router’s recurrence blacklist L 

for a long period of time. Routers will impose stern sanctions

to these leaf ASes that are in the blacklist. 

Based on the feedback of the over-use monitoring, routers up-

ate the reputation factors of the ASes. For instance, each router

rst checks if AS K has valid allocation during the current time

indow. If so, AS K is considered as active. The router will further-

ore check from the over-use monitoring table T if there is any

ver-use flow from an AS K . If not, a bonus value δ is added to its

eputation factor: 

 K = min { R max , R K + δ} . (10)

therwise, R K will decrease according to both the out-of-profile

omain traffic and the number of overusing flows. R K is set as in

q. (11) when AS K is not in the recurrence blacklist L : 

 K = max 

{
R min , R K 

(
1 − O K 

u (t u ) 

)
− ψN K 

}
; (11) 

Otherwise, R K is set to: 

 K = max 

{
R min , R K 

(
1 − O K 

u (t u ) 

)
− ωN K 

}
, (12) 

here u (t u ) refers to the total traffic during time t u , ψ , ω are de-

oted as decreasing coefficients, and N K is the returned over-use

ow number from the monitoring table T . When choosing of the

bove parameters, we have: 

< ψ � ω (13) 

s a punishment, ψ is set larger than δ. Thus one AS has to keep

onsistently legitimate behavior for a sufficiently large reputation

actor. We further set ω much larger than ψ as recurrence traffic

ill have a higher penalty. 

When AS K is not active during the current monitoring window,

outers decrease R K by ε when R K is larger than R mid . Hence an in-

ctive AS will eventually be adjusted to the same reputation factor
s a new participating AS. Reputation factors lower than R mid will

emain unchanged during inactive intervals. 

If the update of reputation factor does not mitigate the link

ongestion, the router enforces stricter monitoring by shortening

indow sizes. Thus, traffic violation will be rapidly detected with a

ore accurate monitoring. Detailed update procedures of the rep-

tation factor is summarized in Algorithm 1 . 

Algorithm 1: The update of reputation factor for AS K 

AID (K) - valid source AS K identifier; 

IsOverReq (AID (K) ) – returns T rue if AS K is over-requesting 

during the current monitoring window t r , F alse otherwise; 

IsActive (AID (K) ) – returns T rue if AS K is active during the 

current monitoring window t u , F alse otherwise; 

IsBlacklist (L , AID (K) ) – returns T rue if AS K is in the 

blacklist L , F alse otherwise; 

GetCountFromTable (T , AID (K) ) – returns the number of 

overused flows from monitoring table T . 

Every t r seconds, do 

if IsOverReq (AID (K) ) then 

R K = max { R min , R K − β · N r% } ; 
end 

Every t u seconds, do 

if IsActive (AID (K) ) then 

N K = GetCountFromTable (T , AID (K) ) ; 

if N K == 0 then 

R K = min { R max , R K + δ} ; 
end 

else if IsBlacklist (L , AID (K) ) then 

R K = max { R min , R K (1 − O K 
u (t u ) 

) − ωN K } ; 
else 

R K = max { R min , R K (1 − O K 
u (t u ) 

) − ψN K } ; 
end 

end 

end 

else if R K > R mid then 

R K = max { R mid , R K − ε} ; 
end 

. Analysis 

In this section, we formally analyze the main security aspects

nd the deploying overhead of Tumbler. 

.1. Security analysis 

ink access analysis. During the capability establishment, Tumbler

uarantees the scalability of the requests via competition factors

n the basis of each leaf AS, regardless of the actual location of the

Ses (close to the ongoing link or not). Basically, assuming all the

articipating ASes have a similar utilization level on the given link,

hen for each of them, the connection-class link access is O (1/ S )

here S is the total number of the ASes. Priority-class link access

eeps proportional to the access of connection class, with a ra-

io r p that approximately equals to 
BW pr ior ity 

BW connection 
(where BW priority and

W connnection refer to the link capacity of each bandwidth category).

hen, for a given AS with n end hosts, each end host will share a

ink access of O (1/ nS ) and O ( r p / nS ) at connection and priority class,

espectively. 

Concerning contaminated ASes, their link accesses will shrink

rom the initial access O (1/ S ) since the link router will
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Table 1 

Storage overhead estimation at a router. 

Stage Operation Maximum storage (MB) 

Capability establishing Competition factors 0.15 

Request-rate counter 0.1 

Accounting table 41.4 

Data transmission Utilization factor update 0.1 

Over-request detection 1.03 

Large flow detection 0.002 

Flow blocking 19.2 

Over-use domain traffic 0.1 

Over-use flow number 0.1 

Recurrence blacklist 0.16 
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accordingly reduce their competition factor as a punishment. On

the other hand, benign ASes will share a better link access that

approximately equals to O ( 1 
S−S c 

) where S c is the number of con-

taminated ASes. Hence, Tumbler provides scalable and adaptable

link access for leaf ASes and their residing end hosts. We further

show how this property enable a resilient defense to DoC attack

[15] in Section 6.1 . 

Botnet behavior. In this analysis, we consider different behavior

of botnets. Implied by Tumbler enforcement, if the bots from an

AS keeps sending massive traffic aimed at congesting a link. Link

router will quickly detect the mis-behavior and lower the corre-

sponding competitor factor. Malicious traffic will also be blocked

and the source-AS identifier will be added to the blacklist. Botnet

may try to bypass the detection by occasionally flooding the bot-

tleneck. However, for each time the bots launching the attack, the

competition factor of the source AS will be reduced. Since bonus

value δ is configured smaller than both decreasing coefficients ( ψ 

and ω), it takes a long time for a pre-malicious AS to recover its

reputation factor, and even a longer time to get eliminated from

the blacklist. Once the botnet conducts a recurrent attack, it will be

severely punished. As a result, such sophisticated attack requires

even more effort than passive flooding. We further evaluate our

defense against these attacks in Section 6.3 . 

Capability replay. We employ MAC functions to create Tumbler’s

capabilities. Thus it is critical to consider replay attack as a poten-

tial threat. Instead of including nonce, we leverage solely a 32-bit

timestamp (namely, the UNIX time) as one of the inputs of the

MAC calculation to provide freshness for a certain capability. As

introduced in Section 4.1 , the timestamp refers to the expiration

time of a reservation and will not be rotated as the validation of a

capability is on the order of seconds (while we use a modulo 2 32 

clock). Hence, when the adversary intentionally replays a previous

capability with a stale expiration time, the tagged packets will be

dropped at a router. Consequently, replay attack can be prevented. 

Malicious AS. Besides botnets in the leaf ASes, transit ASes may

be contaminated and collude with each other to assist the attacks.

These ASes could ignore the malicious traffic ongoing through

them and remain (or even increase) the competition factors be-

longing to the malicious leaf ASes. Denote the set of legitimate and

malicious transit ASes as P and U , respectively. When the out-of-

profile traffic goes beyond the boundary of U , the legitimate ASes

will handle the traffic strictly with the policy of competition factor

adjustment. Flooding traffic will be throttled effectively in set P . In

other words, adversary can fool only the ASes colluding in U , thus

have no gain from such attacks. 

5.2. Overhead analysis 

Computational overhead. We analyze the scalability property of

Tumbler in terms of overhead. To establish a capability, every re-

quest is processed with respect to the current competition factor;

thus the update of the competition factors will not cause latency

to the packet forwarding. For capability generation and verification,

Tumbler relies on basic operations and lightweight cryptographic

functions such as MAC and hash that can be fast processed [8] .

Specifically, we deploy an AES-based CBC-MAC [26] in which AES

New Instructions (AES-NI) [30,31] is employed to enhance the per-

formance of MAC calculation. 5 It deserves to mention that the ratio

of AES-NI enabled processors among all new Intel CPU products is
5 AES-NI is a cryptographic microprocessor instruction set proposed by Intel in 

2010. With the support of AES-NI, CBC-mode AES encryption only requires 4.15 CPU 

cycles per byte for a 1 KB buffer [31] . 

i  

B

lso increasing. During the past 6 years, this ratio has increased

rom 30% (in 2010) to over 90% (in 2015) according to Intel’s Pro-

essor Feature Filter [32] . 

andwidth overhead. We then analyze the bandwidth overhead in-

roduced by Tumbler. To run the protocol, only the request param-

ters and the generated capability are put into each packet. For the

ntire configuration information, 69 bytes (1 byte for bandwidth

umber, 4 bytes for expiration time, both 32 bytes for AS identi-

er and flow identifier 6 ) are required. Similar to other capability-

ased schemes (e.g., SIFF [7] ), relatively short MAC (e.g., first 6

ytes truncated from the original CBC-MAC output) can be lever-

ged with sufficient security margin achieved in the meantime.

oreover, the average AS-level path length in the Internet is 3.9

or IPv4 and 3.5 for IPv6 (without AS prepending) [34] , which also

ndicates that the size of most capabilities will be limited. There-

ore, the bandwidth overhead of Tumbler is insignificant. 

torage overhead. We further analyze the storage overhead of our

rotocol. A summary of the storage overhead at a router is shown

n Table 1 . 

On the stage of capability-establishing, Tumbler keeps per leaf

S a competition factor, as well as the corresponding utilization

nd reputation factors. Since each factor is encoded in 1 byte, a

emory of 150 KB is required at a router (We consider the number

f ASes as 50,0 0 0 [17] , the same as follows). Additionally, when

ssigning 2 bytes per AS for the request-rate counter, the memory

ost is 100 KB. 

An on-line accounting table is maintained for access admission,

ut only active capabilities are recorded. As the size of each en-

ry S entry is 69 bytes, the total bytes in storage will be bounded

y S entry · BW priority / b min , where BW priority is the total priority ca-

acity and b min refers to the minimal bandwidth allocation accord-

ng to bandwidth set B. Considering a 10 Gbps link capacity and a

0 Kbps b min , the above storage bound is just 41.4 MB (considering

he ratio of priority class is 60%, same as below). 

During data transmission, the utilization factor updating lever-

ges off-line accounting, which costs no overhead to router’s mem-

ry except the per-AS revised utilization for the previous interval.

t therefore costs 100 KB when using 2 byte to store this value for

ach AS. 

Additionally, each router stores a Bloom filter [28] for used ca-

abilities in over-request detection. Given the false positive rate

 and the expected number of inserting items n , the size of the

loom filter m (in bits) is 

 = − n ln p 

( ln 2) 2 
. (14)

hen the link capacity is 10 Gbps and b min is 10 Kbps, the max-

mum number of insert items is 6 ×10 5 , then the storage of the

loom filter is at most 1.03 MB with a 0.1% false positive. 
6 For hash function, we choose SHA-3 [33] with an output of 256 bits. 
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Fig. 3. The average successful ratio of the legitimate end hosts when requesting 

capabilities through the victim link with a fully deployment of each defense mech- 

anism. For Tumbler, we set β to 1 and r % to 75%. 

Fig. 4. The average successful ratio of the legitimate end hosts when requesting 

capabilities through the victim link with only partial deployment of each defense 

mechanism. For Tumbler, we set β to 1 and r % to 75%. 
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Large flow detection algorithm costs extremely small memory

29] . For flow blocking, when the link capacity is 10 Gbps and b min 

s 10 Kbps, it costs a memory of 19.2 MB as each blacklisted entry

s the violation flow identifier (32 bytes). Besides, Tumbler records

he over-use synopsis of each original AS (out-of-profile domain

raffic and over-use flow number) and a blacklist of recurrence do-

ains. Using per-AS 2 bytes each for out-of-profile domain traffic

nd over-use flow counter, thus even when the blacklist contains

0% of the ASes, the entire overhead of over-use synopsis is less

han 360 KB. 

Note that the above analysis considers a worst case that the

ink is fully-occupied by all ASes. If taking only the number of leaf

Ses into account, the cost will be even lower. Overall, Tumblers

verhead is practical for today’s routers with a 4 to 8 GB flash

emory. 

. System evaluation 

We experimentally evaluate the properties of Tumbler using

s3 [35] in this section. We first compare Tumbler with closely re-

ated proposals on capability bootstrapping, and further illustrate

ow competition factor can enforce adaptability in terms of band-

idth utilization and reputation. 

.1. Denial of capability attack 

First, we evaluate Tumbler’s resilience against DoC attacks in

omparison with TVA [8] , Portcullis [9] , and DCS [11] . For sim-

lation setup, we construct a realistic topology using CAIDA AS-

elationship dataset [36] . We select a link between two high-

egree transit ASes as “victim”, and further define the scope of the

imulation to those leaf ASes that have respectively 1-hop, 2-hop,

nd 3-hop distance to the victim. From the 28,685 involved leaf

Ses, we randomly choose 100 leaf ASes as legitimate, and up to

00 leaf ASes as malicious. Every leaf AS has 200 end hosts. 
In the DoC attack, end hosts from a legitimate AS overall send

00 requests per minute while each end host in a malicious AS has

 10 packets/s sending rate. Each request packet has a fixed size of

0 0 0 bits. The capacity of the victim is set to 9.6 Gbps, 5% of which

s used for capability bootstrapping. Figs. 3 and 4 present the suc-

essful ratio (average in 10 min) of the legitimate end hosts dur-

ng capabilities requesting. In both fully deployment case ( Fig. 3 )

nd partial deployment case ( Fig. 4 ) that only the routers of the

ictim link deploy defenses, Tumbler-enabled routers can quickly

etect the over-requesting ASes. Tumbler eliminates the sources of

he flooding at the bottleneck and guarantees the most effective

rotection even against 10 5 bots. 

With DCS, per-AS fair sharing and path aggregation allow a dif-

erentiation link access for legitimate ASes. But when the number

f malicious AS keeps increasing, new added ASes might not be

ispersed closely to each other, thereby path aggregation becomes

ess effective in the Internet-scale simulation. 

TVA performs hierarchical per-interface fair queueing to the re-

uests. In our simulation, all leaf ASes have a distance to victim

ithin 3 hops, but still the successful rate of TVA drops when

ore malicious ASes join. In the partial deployment case, TVA’s

atio decreases significantly, as fewer attack packets are filtered at

arlier hops. 

Portcullis leverages computation puzzles tagged in each request

acket. The requests with higher computation level will be for-

arded first. However, as more bots join the DoC attack, more

omputation time is required to generate a high-level puzzle. In

oth deployment cases, the successful ratios of Portcullis start with

early 100%, but sharply drop to zero (when setting a 4s request

imeout based on Mirkovic et al.’s DDoS defenses testing report

37] ). 

.2. Utilization adaptability 

eal-world traffic experiment. To evaluate the adaptability of the

tilization in Tumbler, we first conduct an experiment with the

eal traffic trace from San Diego Network Access Point (SDNAP

18] ). According to a 24-h passive SDNAP monitoring snapshot,

raffic from 13 different source ASes makes up the entire capacity,

hile 4 ASes hold nearly 90% of the link traffic. 

Fig. 5 depicts the status of the competition factors in 1 day with

ifferent parameter settings. We choose 10, 20, 30, 60 for interval

 during the utilization factor updating and the rate of α/ T is set

o be 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, respectively. As shown from all the sub-figures,

ven with different settings, the changes of the competition factors

ave no dramatic fluctuation. Each source AS’s competition factor

as a stable range (for instance, approximately between 100 and

20 for AS 1). Hence, utilization adaptability is effectively guaran-

eed. 

Furthermore, taking Fig. 5 (a), (c), and (e) in comparison, each

S’s (competition factor) curve becomes more smooth when α/ T

ncreases as a stronger correlation to historical allocations limits

scillation. As can be seen from Fig. 5 (c), (b), (d) and (f), a shorter

ime interval contributes to higher accuracy due to the timely up-

ate. The above observations confirm the design principle of T and

for utilization factor. 

ealistic scenario experiment. Our second experiment shows how

umbler will adapt to the bandwidth utilization of the leaf ASes

n a real-life scenario. In this experiment we construct a topology

as in Fig. 6 ) that 10 children ASes are connected to a common

arent AS whose upstream link capacity is 2.4 Gbps. Then, we se-

ect half of child ASes as company ASes while the other as resident

Ses. Company ASes is configured to have a much higher band-

idth consumption during the working hours, comparing to their

andwidth utilization in the night; while resident ASes is on the
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Fig. 5. The competition factors of 4 major source ASes in SDNAP traffic monitoring. Different parameter settings are configured for utilization factor update. In the left 

column, T (minute) remains the same while the rate of α/ T changes. In the right column, T is set differently while α/ T equals to 1/2. Reputation factor is the same for all 

ASes. 

Fig. 6. The AS topology using in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 . AS 1 to AS 10 are leaf ASes 

whose connections to AS 0 have a capacity of 1.2 Gbps. AS 0 and AS 11 are transit 

ASes and the link capacity in between is 2.4 Gbps. 
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opposite situation as resident Internet service is used mostly dur-

ing the night. 

When setting the utilization interval T to 10 min, the priority

class ratio to 60%, and the corrective constant α to 1, Fig. 7 and

Fig. 8 respectively present the change of competition factors for

both AS categories in a 24-h simulation. As exhibited in Fig. 7 ,
he bandwidth allocation of a company AS increases rapidly at

round 8 a.m. and remains stable until a sharp drop at 18 p.m. The

ompetition factor changes in step with the bandwidth consump-

ion, leveling off during the working hours. Similarly, in Fig. 8 the

andwidth allocation from resident ASes surges during the leisure

ime (20 p.m. to midnight). Meanwhile, the competition factor ra-

io of a resident AS goes up accordingly. Specifically, during the

eriod with peak bandwidth consumption, both kinds of ASes

ave the predominant competition factors whose ratios are close

o 15%. 

Through the feedback regulation of utilization factors, Tumbler

rovides synchronous adaptability to the allocation status of ASes,

hus enabling dynamic bandwidth coordination among leaf ASes.

hereby, the priority bandwidth of the upstream AS can be as-

igned effectively. 

.3. Authorized packet flooding 

Next, we test Tumbler’s resilience against authorized packet

ooding. The topology configuration is the same as in Fig. 6 . We

onsider the most severe attack scenario where the attackers can

oordinate both their attack strength (pulsing attack [10] ) and loca-

ion (rolling attack [11] ), aiming to congest the victim link without

xhausting their reputation. 
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7 Although designing and evaluating a certain multipath protocol is out of scope 

of this paper, fruitful schemes have been presented and discussed in the literature. 

Such approaches include BGP-based solutions proposed by Cisco and Juniper Net- 

works [40,41] , MIRO [42] , YAMR [43] , and also novel protocols based on new Inter- 

net routing architectures [20–22] . 
8 In 2015, the Internet transit price in U.S. region has a 33% decline, to only $0.63 

per Mbps. 
In the experiment setting, we label children AS 1 as legitimate

nd the other 9 ASes as malicious. Those malicious ASes are fur-

her divided into 3 attacking groups (AS 2, AS 3, AS 4), (AS 5, AS 6,

S 7), (AS 8, AS 9, AS 10). To launch packet flooding attack in the

riority class, each group will in turn (every 1 min) overuse their

andwidth (10 times larger than their allocation), while legitimate

S only sends in-profile traffic. For detection, we fix the over-use

onitoring slot to 10 s, the well-behaving bonus value δ to 1, and

he decreasing coefficients ψ , ω to 5, 50, respectively. 

As shown in Fig. 9 , the accepted packet ratio of AS 1 stays

round 100% except a slight fluctuation at the beginning of every

inute. After the first monitoring slot, the attacking flows will be

etected and blocked, as presented in Fig. 10 . Meanwhile, as can

e seen in Fig. 11 , the competition factor of AS 1 linearly increases

or well behaving. In contrast, malicious ASes’ competition factors

rop steeply during each punishment. More importantly, the in-

uence of the attack gradually shrinks because new capabilities

rom malicious ASes have a declining sharing to the link capacity.

he figures lead to the conclusion that Tumbler provides effective

DoS protection and high motivation for leaf ASes to build long-

erm reputation. 

. Discussion 

.1. Integrating with existing protocols 

Tumbler is a practical approach that can be deployed with to-

ay’s Internet. Hereby we briefly illustrate how our proposal can

oordinate with existing protocols. 

Tumbler is workable without separate capability packets. Capa-

ility information can be piggybacked into a legacy packet, extend-

ng one shim layer above IP. Alternatively, Tumbler can also be im-

lemented with the IPv6 format as an optional extension header,

riggered to provide guaranteed bandwidth services. Furthermore,

t is feasible to integrate the process of capability establishment

nto TCP handshakes [8,12] . For instance, initially when a source

ends a request, the request can be combined with a TCP SYN

acket. After the destination authorizes the capability, the response

ill be associated with a TCP SYN/ACK packet. Consequently, no

xtra circuit is required as data transmission will start ahead of

andwidth reservation. 

The BGP speaker maintains the BGP routing table of a domain.

ssisted by the speaker, an AS-level path to a certain destination

an be obtained by end hosts of each leaf AS. Transit ASes can also

ontribute by announcing their compatibility of Tumbler via BGP

pdates. Hence the support of Tumbler on a given path will be

nown by a source before sending any packets. Note that the in-

tability of BGP is not a concern as the vast majority of BGP routes

re considerably stable [38] . Additionally overall long-lived routing

aths are still used 96% of the time [39] . 

For the end hosts, we envision the support of Tumbler can be

eflected via enhanced protocols such as DNS or ICMP. Specifically,

ased on the query of DNS service, a source is able to verify if an

ntended destination has upgraded Tumbler. Also, the source can

end a modified ICMP packet to a destination, checking the com-

atibility of Tumbler. If the returned packet indicates that Tumbler

s supported, the source can send a capability request; otherwise

egacy traffic will be used in the subsequent communication. 

.2. Deployment and limitations 

Providing adaptable DDoS protection for inter-domain traffic,

umbler can be directly developed by the current network ar-

hitecture and efficiently deployed with existing Internet proto-

ols. Moreover, such lightweight protocol can be incrementally

pgraded. Essentially, each Tumbler-enabled router independently
aintains its competition factor and link configuration. No cooper-

tion is necessarily required during the deployment. 

We also envision that communication destinations (such as

ebsite servers) and vulnerable transit ASes are more likely to

ave higher incentive of deploying Tumbler as they are typically

argeted or act as the bottleneck in the adversarial scenario. As

hown in Section 6.1 , even if only the bottleneck routers deploy

umbler, the system provides high resilience against Denial of Ca-

ability attacks. 

Nevertheless, in case that not all ASes (on the capability-

stablished path) deploy Tumbler, an attacker will be able to flood

 legacy router and thus to influence the priority-class traffic pass-

ng through. One possible solution is to add legacy routers a sim-

le differentiating policy, giving higher preference to capability-

nabled packets. Therefore, instead of implementing the entire

umbler protocol, the damage of the flooding attack can be suf-

ciently eliminated. 

.3. Functional use cases 

A crucial characteristic of our approach is the short valida-

ion of capabilities. End hosts on demand retain their priority-class

andwidth by renewing their capabilities. Thus traversing routers

ill be able to reclaim and rearrange the unused bandwidth flex-

bly. Although Tumbler makes bandwidth reservations, deploying

umbler remains no negative effects on techniques such as inter-

omain traffic engineering. Moreover, when armed with recent

nter-domain multipath routing protocols, 7 we expect Tumbler to

chieve even better performance in terms of reliability and func-

ionality. 

Specifically, end hosts can obtain multiple capabilities on sev-

ral inter-domain paths for load balancing purpose so that the en-

ire priority bandwidth can be maintained with high availability. In

umbler, capabilities can be associated with different volumes of

llocated bandwidth. Thus by default an end host can send most

f the priority traffic on a primary path (e.g., the optimal path

eturned from BGP), with the remaining traffic sent on subopti-

al paths. Therefore, even a failure happens on the main path, the

ommunication can still work among backup paths so that fault re-

ilience is achieved. 

Asymmetric bandwidth can be supported by Tumbler through

ni-directional capability requests. One possible solution is to add

 request-type flag in the capability request indicating if the on-

oing request is bidirectional or not. In the uni-directional case,

or capability establishment the destination can specify a path (can

lso be the reversed one) and also launch a capability request back

o the source. Note that in this case bandwidth will be respectively

llocated and both directions of capabilities will be forwarded back

o the source eventually. The source (and destination) will use

hese capabilities together in the transmitted packets afterwards. 

.4. Adoption incentive 

Tumbler provides strong adoption incentive for both transit and

eaf ASes. Since Internet transit prices shrink irreversibly every

ear 8 [44] , traffic delivery beyond best effort becomes essential,

unctional services such as priority bandwidth make up the main

evenue for most ISPs. As shown in Section 6.2 , through the ad-

ustment of the competition factor, Tumbler enables transit ASes to
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Fig. 9. The ratios of accepted packets and the competition factor of the legitimate 

AS. 

Fig. 10. The ratios of accepted packets and the competition factor from the mali- 

cious ASes (attacking group 1). 
dynamically synchronize their priority traffic assignment with the

actual demand of their customers. Thus, transit ASes can maximize

their local bandwidth allocation in order to gain more economical

benefits. Driven by the competition-based DDoS protection, tran-

sit ASes can enforce their traffic to be more well-behaved, which

in turn reduces the extra management costs. Concerning leaf ASes,

as long as they keep high reputation (e.g., not contaminated with

botnets), they will be protected by Tumbler and hold advantages

against those mis-behaving domains. 

7.5. Protocol parameters 

When updating the key factors in Tumbler, we introduce sev-

eral parameters such as the over-request penalty β , the over-using

coefficients ψ and ω, etc. We have not specified in the paper how

to choose these values (with suggested numbers in Section 6 ), al-

though for which plenty of tests and tweaking are involved. It is

worth to mention that, adjusting the value for a parameter will re-

sult in different levels of defense sensitiveness as well as system

dynamics. For instance, a bigger β reflects a strong reaction to re-

quest flooding; while a small ψ leads to a looser traffic enforce-

ment. In this paper, we focus on the demonstration of our defense

mechanism and we leave the selection of optimal parameter val-

ues for future work, or as one self-alter feature for ISPs deploying

Tumbler. 

8. Related work 

A recent survey on DDoS defense is presented by Zargar et al.

[45] . Here we focus mainly on the capability-based mechanisms

that inspire the design of Tumbler. 

In capability schemes [6–14] , the destination explicitly autho-

rizes token that indicates the desired traffic. This idea, first pro-

posed by Anderson et al. [6] , assumes a separate overlay for capa-

bility request packets, yet incurs expensive setup overhead. Later

work improves the approach by removing the overlay request
Fig. 7. The changes of bandwidth allocation and the competition factor ratio of a 

company AS in a day. 

Fig. 8. The changes of bandwidth allocation and the competition factor ratio of a 

resident AS in a day. 

Fig. 11. The changes of competition factors with time. AS 1 is the legitimate AS and 

groups 1,2,3 refer to malicious ASes. 
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hannel. SIFF [7] suffers from DoC attacks due to the same pri-

rity setting for both request and legacy traffic. TVA [8] leverages

he ingress interfaces of the transit ASes to enforce a hierarchical

air queueing on connection access: Queues for directly connected

inks are assigned equally, and each queue is split recursively for

urther connected links (towards the customer ASes). Due to the

isadvantage of the remote ASes and the large combination of po-

ential paths, TVA is still susceptible to link-flooding attacks. 

Portcullis [9] employs proof of work to achieve per-

omputation fair sharing for capability establishment. This puzzle-

ased scheme may be expensive to protect every packet. Moreover,

he effectiveness of Portcullis decreases linearly with the rise of

ots scale, and becomes insignificant as the botnet contains over 1

illion bots [1] . 

A novel capability mechanism based on client reputation is pro-

osed by Natu et al. [10] . The destination assigns each source a

redit and a penalty value, indicating the degrees of trust. How-

ver, this per-source evaluation does not scale to the Internet. In-

ermediate routers also have low incentive to trust the judgment

rom the destination, which may misbehave and provide false in-

ormation. Our approach is inspired by this reputation scheme. In-

tead, the reputation is established on the basis of leaf ASes. At
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ach hop, reputation factors are maintained independently, thus

olving the issue of trust. 

Recent capability approaches involve the concept of au-

onomous systems to provide scalable fair access for either the

equesting channel [11] or the link bandwidth [12] , or both

13,14] . In DCS [11] and FLoc [12] , link access is shared equally

mong ASes and path aggregation is further implemented to pro-

ide differentiated accesses between contaminated and legitimate

Ses. However, aggregation-based approaches are effective against

on-uniform distributed bots, but still inefficient against wide-

ispersed botnets. STRIDE [13] introduces various traffic paths–

est effort, static, and dynamic. Through static and dynamic paths,

TRIDE achieves guarantees for request channel and link band-

idth respectively, but only within a special scope of the Internet.

IBRA [14] improves STRIDE on how to build scalable protection

n the Internet with effective traffic processing and enforcement.

owever, both STRIDE and SIBRA prevent flooding attacks under

CION architecture [22] , while in contrast our protection is built

n the top of the current Internet. 

Besides, it is also crucial to compare Tumbler with exist-

ng Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms. Such QoS schemes as

ntServ [46] and DiffServ [47] , fail to work efficiently in the In-

ernet scale. Specifically, IntServ requires the intermediate routers

o keep per-flow state as RSVP [48] is leveraged as the underly-

ng mechanism. Thus, IntServ cannot guarantee end-to-end con-

ectivity when a quadratic number of flows passing through the

ore routers. DiffServ deploys differentiated service with a dedi-

ated traffic-classification mechanism. As essentially no bandwidth

eservation happens, DiffServ fails to provide consistent link access

cross multiple domains. 

. Conclusion 

This paper has presented Tumbler, an adaptable DDoS resilient

echanism in the Internet scale. Tumbler provides bandwidth

uarantees for end hosts through competition-based fairness. Com-

rehensive simulations under sophisticated flooding strategies

how that Tumbler achieves more effective protection than other

apability schemes. Moreover, Tumbler introduces minimal over-

ead on traversing routers. We believe that Tumbler brings sub-

tantial adoption incentive to ISPs. To confirm the property of our

pproach, a full implementation of Tumbler is suggested for future

ork. 
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